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Abstract: Nowadays, the paving blocks that in the market are heavy and the price are costly. This study will introduce the lightweight paving blocks and more affordable because of the waste materials such as tins, plastic and quarry dust are used in the development of the concrete paving blocks namely as Eco-Friendly Paving Block. Eco paving blocks will be compared to control paving blocks due to its durability and compressive strength. Based on the past research, tin and plastic are used as coarse aggregate while quarry dust will act as fine aggregate. The method and test for concrete work was conducted which is slump test, density test and compressive strength test. The result shows that Eco-Friendly Paving Block can be used at non-traffic area based on their compressive strength with the value of 13.3275N/mm² compared to control paving block with value of 72.3845N/mm². The uses of this waste material also can reduce the amount of environmental pollutant such as water and soil pollution.

Index Terms: Paving, tins and plastic, quarry dust, eco-friendly

I. INTRODUCTION

Concrete block paving has been widely used nowadays because of its diverse advantages. It is forms in rectangular shape according to bricks shape and now there are many various shapes of paving blocks. These blocks are a type of concrete with good in quality and durability due to the manufacturing and the right method of mixture. The concrete paving blocks also something interesting and versatile because of its great resilience, its strength in accommodate traffic flow, interesting aesthetic, and function, cost effective and do not need to be maintenance if the correct way installations from first phase [1].

The material that use for paving blocks has been widely changed where there are many of paving blocks are added or replaced with the used materials or wastes materials to reduce environmental pollutions besides can improve its strength and also their mechanical properties. From the literature study, there are many researchers use waste materials as the aggregate and cement replacement to create paving blocks. The materials used are plastic, fly ash, bottom ash, tin, limestone dust, tiles, rubber, coconut fiber, glass and so on which these materials are available in cheaper price or free of charge.

However, there are several weaknesses in the common paving blocks which required high cost for its creation. In addition, the paving blocks that made from gravel with full quantities are heavy. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to review that waste materials such as tin and plastic and also quarry dust can be reuse as additives and replacement material in paving blocks. In addition, it is also intended to protect the environment from the accumulation of waste materials that can affect the ecosystem and environment especially to wildlife and humans. Objective of the study that wishes to be achieved is to produce paving blocks from tin, plastic also quarry dust and to identify the most economical cost of paving blocks. This studied also want to achieve the lighter paving blocks and prove their durability with using compression test.

To solve the problems and achieve the objectives, new paving blocks is produced with the use of waste materials that available in free of charge to reduce costs and reduce the percentage of used coarse gravel to 60% from the full percentage of coarse aggregate total which this rocks affects mass of paving blocks. The 40% of the used materials are used as coarse aggregate. The scope of these study are to test the durability of Eco-Friendly Paving Block that use waste materials (tin and plastic) as an admixture in coarse aggregate with coarse gravel and unused materials (quarry dust) which is replaced fine aggregate in concrete mixture and will be compared to control paving blocks. These materials are mixed with cement and water according to the ratio. The used materials are cut to the needed sizes. The
rectangular size of paving blocks will be produced using 12 moulds with size 50 mm x 200mm x 100mm and it is proposed to be used in the walkway or garden where the traffic load in that area are less. There are 12 paving blocks produced where 6 of it are control paving blocks and the balance is Eco-Friendly Paving Block. The test will be done when the paving block reaches the 7 and 14 days of their mature age and the result of Eco-Friendly Paving Block will be compared to the control paving blocks based on the test performed.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Design and Classification of Paving Blocks

Normally, Paving blocks are rectangular-shaped and it is almost like a brick. But now, there is a lot paving blocks variation [1]. According to the study in this paper, the classification for paving blocks are based on SNI 03-0691-1996 and Table I show the classification of the paving blocks based on their compressive strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Compressive strength (N/mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Road</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Parking</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Walkway</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Garden playground</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Classification of paving blocks [2]

B. Materials

Water that used to mix concrete and curing process must be free from hazardous materials. Generally the minimum water/cement ratio that been used is 0.3 to 0.8 for hydration. Excess water in the concrete mixture can cause bonding between concrete less effective and there is formation of holes in concrete mixture [1]. Concrete mixture ratio is 1:2:4 (cement: sand: stone fragments) with a water/cement ratio 0.60 [3]. The waste materials used are quarry dust which is a by-product of quarrying activities to be made as fine aggregate [4]. The quarry dust is used for production of hollow block and light concrete. Fig. 1 shows an example of quarry dust that been used [5].

Quarry dust can improve concrete mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and optimum compressive strength can be achieved with the use of the aggregate ratio of fine to coarse aggregate, 60:40 [6]. The cement are replaced by plastic waste to construct paving blocks at once to reduce the cost of paving blocks manufacture and it is used with different proportion with other materials such as coarse aggregate, Quarry dust and waste ceramics [7]. Metal wastes such as cans of soft drinks are available from a variety of sources. Tin are cut to the desired size which is rectangular shapes and cleaned using water, then being dried then being scratch by the iron brush so that the bond between tins and concrete became stronger [8]. The aggregate is important material to give shape to the concrete and also to reduce shrinkage. The aggregate fill 70% to 80% of the volume in concrete. In General, the aggregate size 40mm are used for normal strength and 20 mm in size is used for high strength concrete. Table II shows the type of coarse aggregate and its size [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coarse aggregate</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine gravel</td>
<td>4mm-8mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium gravel</td>
<td>8mm-16mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse gravel</td>
<td>16mm-64mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobbles</td>
<td>64mm-256mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aggregate that passing sieve 4.75mm are known as fine aggregate. Natural sand and clay are generally used as a fine aggregate [9].

C. Result

The result of compressive strength and slump test show the decreases value when the percentage used of quarry dust is more than 50%. This may occur because the dust surface is rough and the more used of it more water needed. For density test, the results are differences because of the concrete mix are not compacted wisely into the moulds [3]. Concrete that mixed up with quarry dust should less the quantity of water used, because the more uses of water will decrease the compressive strength. This is happen because quarry dust can diffuse more water. 40% replacement of quarry dust gives maximum value in compressive strength compared to normal concrete but the strength will decrease when the replacement are more than 50% [5]. While for slump test, the workability of paving blocks are decrease with the increases of size and percentage used of tin compared to control paving blocks. The concrete density that mixed up with tin is less then control paving blocks [8].

D. Advantages

The use of cans in concrete may increase...
concrete mechanical properties such as compressive strengths and density and the increase used of the percentage and size of the tin in concrete will also increase the compressive strength but reduces the workability of the concrete [8]. Concrete strength depends on the bonding of fine aggregate and cement mixture to fill the voids space that caused by coarse aggregate [10].

III. MATERIALS

Fig. 2 shows the flow chart for the process of the work development of paving blocks.

![Flow chart for the process of project](image)

**A. Type of Materials**

For concrete work ordinary Portland cement is used which this type of binder has two important properties, which is good in adhesion and cohesion. With these features, cement will act as a binder to bind the aggregate to form a strong concrete mix. Then two kinds of fine aggregate used, which is sand and quarry dust. Sand is used for control paving blocks while quarry dust is used for Eco-Friendly Paving Block. Fine aggregate that used are passing the sieve analysis test at size 2.36mm. For coarse aggregate, control paving blocks used coarse gravel while quarry dust is used for Eco-Friendly Paving Block. Fine aggregate that used are passing the sieve analysis test at size 2.36mm. For coarse aggregate, control paving blocks used coarse gravel while Eco-Friendly Paving Block use 60% of gravel stone and 40% of waste material (tin and plastic) and the coarse gravel used are passing 20mm in size of sieve analysis test. The water used based on water/cement ratio to ensure the concrete mixture is not very liquid and are not out of the water. The water used must be no impurities and not oily.

To work on control paving block the ratio of materials used for cement: sand: coarse gravel is 1:2:4 and for Eco-Friendly Paving Block other ratio used that is 1:2:2.4:1.6 which it represents (cement: dust quarry: coarse gravel: tin and plastic). Volume of 0.006 m³ concrete mixtures are made for 6 moulds based on the ratio. Table III shows the quantity of material that used for both types of paving blocks.

**Table III: Quantity of material used**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paving blocks</th>
<th>Cement</th>
<th>Fine aggregate</th>
<th>Coarse aggregate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (1:2:4)</td>
<td>2.24kg</td>
<td>Sand 4.02kg</td>
<td>Coarse gravel 8.1kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-Friendly Paving Block (1:2.4:1.6)</td>
<td>2.24kg</td>
<td>Quarry dust 4.02kg</td>
<td>Coarse gravel 4.81kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plastic + tin 3.2kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Procedures and Testing**

There are several types of tests for concrete and a test for aggregate to get the size needed. The test for concrete are slump test, density test and cube test for compressive strength while the test for aggregate are sieve analysis test. Slump test are done to find the workability of the concrete mix. Cube test is an important test for concrete because it is carried out to determine the compressive strength of concrete to bear the maximum load. The results obtained for this test also shows the companionship of concrete mixture in producing the desired strength.

First step from the procedure are making 12 moulds with size 200mm x 100mm x 50m. Then, fine and coarse aggregate will be test by sieve analysis test to get the size needed. After that, the concrete work will be done and proceed with the tests. First test are slump test where the result should not exceed or less then 75mm (±25mm), to achieve the real slump and workability. Then it will be cube test and curing process to proceed with density test where the mass (kg) of paving blocks will be divided by the volume (m³) and compressive strength test where the compressive result will get when load (kN) at the failure divided by the area of the surface paving block (m²) when achieve 7 and 14 days. Fig. 3 shows the size of mould that been used.

![The size of mould](image)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table IV shows the result of the test for paving blocks and Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
shows the graph of density test and compressive strength test. Paragraph below explain detail about the results for each test.

Table IV: Result of the tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Description</th>
<th>Control 7 Days</th>
<th>Control 14 Days</th>
<th>Eco-Friendly 7 Days</th>
<th>Eco-Friendly 14 Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density test (kg/m³)</td>
<td>2440</td>
<td>2513.3</td>
<td>1706.7</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength test (N/mm²)</td>
<td>47.48</td>
<td>72.3845</td>
<td>47.56</td>
<td>13.3275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4: Density test

Fig. 5: Compressive strength test
Based on the slump test result, workability control paving block is better than Eco-Friendly Paving Block which the slump of Eco-Friendly Paving Block is higher 95mm (± 25 mm) compared to control paving blocks which the reading are 70mm (± 25 mm). But both paving blocks still in the real slump phase. Workability of Eco-Friendly Paving Block is low may be caused by the use of tin with large size 3/2 "and the percentage of its use with plastic is also a higher which is 40%. According to past research, workability of slump test will decrease with the increases in size and the percentage use of tin compared to control cube [8]. Other than that, past researcher also found the uses of quarry dust that excess of 50% also will lower the workability which increased the reading of slump test [10].

Based on the density test result, can be concluded that Eco-Friendly Paving Block are lighter than control paving block. Therefore, the objective to prove the Eco-Friendly Paving Block was lighter than control paving block was achieved based on the result and analysis.

Based on Table IV, the compressive strength result on day 7 for Eco-Friendly Paving Block reached higher value compared to control paving blocks. While the testing for 14 days shows the results of compressive strength for control paving blocks are better than Eco-Friendly Paving Block. According to the past research this may happen because the water is easily diffuse into the quarry dust than sand [5]. Therefore, from the curing process Eco-Friendly Paving Block will diffuse more water with the increases of days. For this study, 100% of quarry dust was used for Eco-Friendly Paving Block which will lower the compressive strength. Ashish and Hardik said, the replacement of the 40% quarry dust give maximum results in strength compared to normal concrete and strength would decrease when the replacement is exceed more than 50% [5]. Meanwhile Uroosa et. al found that, tins with many scratching can strengthen the bond between tin and concrete mixture [8].Therefore, it can be analyzed that tins used in this mixture are less scratching and not bond well with cement and cause a lot of voids. From the result of compressive strength of Eco-Friendly Paving Block can be used in areas where there are less traffic flow such as garden, playground and walkway. So, the objective of this study are still achieve where the result are 13.33 N/mm2 which is in range of grade C (walkway) and receive higher result from the average of grade D (garden and playground).

A. Related to Problems

Control paving blocks has some flaws such as the manufacturing require high cost material, and this paving also heavier. Therefore Eco-Friendly Paving Block are produced to reduce costs with the use of waste materials as replacement of aggregates and the waste materials also lighter than coarse gravel once that used as aggregate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the result and analysis that have been done, workability of control paving blocks are better than Eco-Friendly Paving Block although these two type of paving are in real slump phase. For density, Eco-Friendly Paving Block result are more better than control paving block and this show Eco-Friendly Paving Block are less density and more lighter than control paving blocks. Compressive strength for Eco-Friendly Paving Block decrease with days compared to control paving blocks where the result are increase. For the conclusion, the aim and objectives of these study are achieve where the waste material can be used as aggregate in concrete paving blocks but used in little percentage. This also can protect our environment from the waste material that can ruin the ecosystem. The objective also achieve where the cost for making Eco-Friendly Paving Block also cheaper because the used of waste material in the mixture. The advantages of light paving blocks will easier the installation work. Lastly, although the result of compressive strength are decrease for Eco-Friendly Paving Block compared to control paving blocks, but from the result this research still follow the scope of work where the Eco-Friendly Paving Block are suitable to use at less and non-traffic area.

For the next research, the recommendations of the study are use the gravel that pass 10mm sieve analysis test because paving blocks are small based on their shape. Besides that, the used of quarry dust must not exceed 50% to achieve higher result in compressive strength and it can be made for a few ratio or percentage such as 10%, 20% and 30%. Then, use a smaller size of tin so that a mixture of tin and concrete could bond and reduces voids and space. Next, use some percentage of tin and plastic for the research and study to compare the strongest paving blocks based on the percentage used of tin and plastic. Lastly, the highest grade of concrete can also be used to strength the blocks.
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